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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

On May 13, 2014, the above captioned claim came on for a

hearing at Springdale, Arkansas.   A pre-hearing conference was

conducted on January 16, 2014, and a pre-hearing order was filed on

January 16, 2014.   A copy of the pre-hearing order has been marked

Commission's Exhibit No. 1 and made a part of the record without

objection.

At the pre-hearing conference the parties agreed to the

following stipulations:

1. The Arkansas Workers' Compensation Commission has

jurisdiction of this claim.

2. On all relevant dates, the relationship of employee-

employer-carrier existed between the parties.
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3. The claimant’s weekly compensation rates are $269 for

temporary total disability and $202 for permanent partial

disability.

By agreement of the parties the issues to litigate are limited

to the following:

1. Whether the claimant’s bilateral gradual onset hand and arm

injuries are compensable.

2. Whether the claimant is entitled to medical related to his

alleged injuries.

3. Whether the claimant is entitled to temporary total

disability from November 3, 2013, to a date yet to be determined.

Claimant’s contentions are:

“On October 18, 2013, Claimant injured his
hands, arms and shoulders while working in
debone.”

Respondents’ contentions are:

“The claimant was not injured at work.  His
job is not rapid and repetitive.  He has not
(sic) objective medical findings.  He has no
medical proof that there is a causal
connection between his employment and any
condition.”

The claimant, in this matter, is a twenty-three-year-old male

who was employed by the respondent beginning sometime in August

2013.  The claimant’s employment with the respondent ended on

November 4, 2013.  According to the claimant’s own testimony he

worked for the respondent in a department called “smoke and bake.”

The claimant testified that he worked in smoke and bake “for a

month.”  The claimant then testified that he went to work in a

department called “dead hang.”  The claimant testified that his
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alleged bilateral gradual onset hand and arm to the elbow

difficulties began as follows:

“QA AAAt some point after you were in dead
hang, did you start developing some
symptoms in your arms and hands?

AA AAYes, ma'am.

QA AAWhat kind?

AA AAI started feeling some burning, and my
left arm started going numb.AAThere were
sometimes I couldn't – there were sometimes
I couldn't feel some of my -- like a couple
of my fingers.

AQA AAWhat was the burning?AAWhere was that?

AAA AAIt was starting in my wrist, and then
it started going all through from my -- to
my fingertips, all the way up to my elbow.

QA AAOkay.AAAnd was it any particular fingers
that were normally numb?

AA AANo.AAUsually it goes back and forth
through any fingers.AAIt usually --
sometimes all the fingers, and sometimes
just my thumb and my index.AAOr sometimes
just my pinky, and that's it.

QA AAAbout how long after you went to dead
hang did these symptoms start?

AA AAIt started at two weeks, and then I went
to the nurse's office, station.

QA AADo you remember if you went to the nurse
right after you noticed this happening?

AA AAYes.”

It was the claimant’s testimony that a nurse employed by the

respondent named John “...told me just wax it, ice it, and take
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some pain pills.  Motrine.”  The claimant testified that he

complied but his symptoms were not relieved after a weeks worth of

treatment.  The claimant then testified that he talked to a

different nurse employed by the respondent and the same treatment

was recommended for a week.  Following is a portion of the

claimant’s direct examination testimony:

“QA AAHow long did you do that with going to
the nurse's station?

AA AAI did that for a week.

QA AADid you ask to go to the doctor?

AA AAYes.

QA AAAnd who did you ask?

AA AAI asked John's secretary's nurse to,
"May I go to a doctor to get this looked
at?"

QA AAOkay.AAThe secretary or a nurse?

AA AAThe nurse.

QA AAIs she here in the room?

AA AAYes, ma'am.

QA AAOkay.AAAnd so you asked her about the
doctor?

AA AAYes, ma'am.

QA AAWhat did she say?

AA AAShe just told me that there was really
nothing they can do, and they would have to
take -- do some more treatments another
week, and then to see from that.
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QA AAOkay.AAAnd when she said some more
treatments for another week, what was she
talking about?

AA AAThe same treatments.AAWax, ice, pain
pills.

QA AAOkay.AADid she offer you any paperwork to
fill out to report an injury?

AA AANo, ma'am.

QA AAI'm sorry?

AA AANo, ma'am.

QA AAAnd how did it go after a week?AAHow were
your symptoms?

AA AAGetting worse.AAI couldn't sleep.AAI would
wake up at Anight, crying.AAI couldn't -- I
couldn't go to work, or go to work without
the pain.

QA AASo did you seek medical treatment?

AA AAYes.

QA AAWhere did you go?

AA AAI went to Mercy Hospital in Berryville.”

A medical record submitted into evidence which is dated

October 31, 2013, shows the claimant presented to Mercy Hospital

Berryville Emergency Medical Department on that date.  The

claimant’s chief complaint was, “Patient presents for evaluation of

pain, to bilateral wrist.”  The portion entitled Mechanism of

Injury stated, “Mechanism of injury: No specific injury, work

related.”  The portion of the medical record entitled Time Course

states, “Gradual onset of symptoms, date and time of onset was 2

weeks ago.  There has been no change in the patient’s symptoms over
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time.”  The claimant was seen by Dr. Lee Gray.  The claimant was

discharged with a diagnosis of tendinitis and a prescription for

Acetaminophen/Hydrocodone Vitartrate and Diclofenac Sodium.  The

claimant was also given orders for velcro splints for both wrists.

I note a medical document found at Claimant’s Exhibit No. 1, Page

10, which is a letter from Cindy Kendrick RN in the emergency

department of Mercy Hospital Berryville which indicates that the

claimant “may return to work next scheduled day of work.”

In testimony before the Commission, the claimant indicated

that he received an off work note from Washington Regional.

Following is that testimony:

“QA AANow, did you get any kind of an off-
work note from Washington Regional?

AA AAYes.

QA AAWhat did you do with that?

AA AAI went to go take it to Butterball, and
they told me I had to go get a referral.

QA AAOkay.AAWho did you take the note to at
Butterball?

AA AAI took it to HR.

QA AAAnd do you remember who you talked to in
HR?

AA AAI can't remember her name, but I took it
to one of the ladies in HR that deals with
all the paperworks.

QA AAAnd what did she tell you?

AA AAShe told me to go to the nurse's station
and talk to them.
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AQA AAOkay.

AAA AAAnd then I went to the nurse's station,
and they told me go -- they can't accept
the note.AAI had to go get an actual -- I
forget what it's called.AAA release note.

AQA AAOkay.AAAnd so did they tell you where to
go to get that note?

AAA AANo.

AQA AAWhere did you go?

AAA AAI went to Boston Mountain in
Huntsville.”

A medical document is found at Claimant’s Exhibit No. 1, Page,

11; however, it does not appear that it is an off work note.

Instead, the document indicates under Section 6, discharge from

treatment, “11-1-13 seen in the emergency room today 1700.”  That

document is signed; however, the signature is illegible but the

document is dated November 1, 2013.

Medical records do indicate that the claimant reported to

Boston Mountain Rural Health Clinic in Huntsville, Arkansas, on

November 4, 2013.  The medical record from that visit beginning at

Claimant’s Exhibit No. 1, Page, 14 states, “c/o bil wrist pain and

swelling X2 weeks went to ER.”  The history of present illness

portion of that medical record states as follows:

“Has been working at Butterball for about 3
months, about two weeks ago started having
wrist and hand pain, saw the plant nurse
several times, using plant treatment of wax,
ice, and told to take ibuprofen; no relief so
went to Mercy in Berryville Oct 31, XRYs
taken, was diagnosed with repetitive use
syndrome, given steroid injection and told to
take 800 mg Motrin daily; then went to WRMC ED
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on Nov. 1 for worsening pain, received pain
medication listed below; still no relief, now
wearing bilateral wrist splints as well, no
relief still hurting, rates 10/10.”

The assessment portion of that medical record found at Claimant’s

Exhibit No. 1, Page 16, states as follows:

“Repetitive motion disease of the wrists”...

“Tendinitis of the wrist, left”...

“Tendinitis of the wrist, right”

The plan portion of that medical record states as follows:

“1. Repetitive motion disease of wrists.
Continue Ibuprofen 800 mg three times per day
with food for a week.  pain medication as
needed as prescribed.  few days off work for
rest.

Referral to; Specialty Ozark Ortho  orthopedic
doctors

Reason; evaluate for bilat wrist pain, check
for carpal tunnel syn.  Self pay at this point
but may be eligible soon.”

The claimant was also given an off work slip.  That off work

slip is found in its original form at Respondents’ Exhibit No. 1.

That document states, “Please excuse the absence of” and then

handwritten it states, “Thomas Becerra” then in type “on” then

handwritten again “11/2-11/6."  The next line begins, “They may

return to work/school on” and then handwritten is “11/17/13.”  That

document is signed by Gina Dickey APN; however, I note that in the

portion following “They may return to work/school on 11/17/13" it

appears to have been altered.  The 11, both slashes, the 7, and the

13 are written in black ink; however, there is a 1 forming the 17

wherein the 1 is written in blue ink and the 7 is written in black
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ink.  It is quite apparent that this medical document has been

altered.

The claimant was questioned both on direct and cross

examination regarding the note he received from Boston Mountain

Rural Health Center.  Following is his direct examination

testimony:

“QA AAOkay.AAAnd so did they tell you where to
go to get that note?

AA AANo.

QA AAWhere did you go?

AA AAI went to Boston Mountain in Huntsville.

QA AAWhy did you choose Boston Mountain?

AA AABecause it was like the closest one, and
it's the cheapest for me to afford.

QA AAOkay, and so, again, I don't want to
know what Boston Mountain told you, but
what did they do for you when you went in?

AA AAI just went in.AAThey just looked at my
hands, and gave me a note and sent me out.

QA AAOkay.AAAnd what did you do with that
note?

AA AAI took it to the nurse's station.

QA AAAnd who did you give it to there?

AA AAJohn.

QA AAOkay.AANow, did Butterball offer to send
you to a doctor when they were saying that
you needed some sort of release?

AA AANo, ma'am.
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QA AADid you end up paying for this Boston
Mountain?

AA AAYes, ma'am.

QA AAAnd what were you trying to do at Boston
Mountain?  What was your purpose in going
there?

AA AAI was trying to get my hands surveyed,
seeing what was the problem, to fulfill --
to get the problem fixed, where I can go
back to work.

QA AAOkay.AASo -- did you just say you took
the note to John?

AA AAYes.

QA AAOkay, and then what happened?

AA AAHe just told me he would take the note
up to HR and see what they would do from
there.

QA AAAnd what did they do?

AA AAThey took me up there, and they fired me
for a work injury.

QA AAOkay.AANow, did they tell you why they
were firing you?

AA AAThey told me that I messed with some
note, trying to extend my leave.AABut that's
how I got the note.

QA AAOkay.AATell us about this note.AAWas this
the note from Boston Mountain?

AA AAYes, ma'am.

QA AAOkay.AAWhat happened?AAWho gave you the
note at Boston Mountain?

AA AAThe front office gave me the note to
give to the nurse's station, to have some
days off for work, and when I gave it to
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them, they told me they were going to take
it to HR.AAAnd when they took it to HR, they
told me -- they came back and got me, and
then we talked to HR, and they told me I
tried altering the letter, the note, and I
told them what I saw on the note, and they
told me they were firing me because I
altered it.

QA AADid you alter that note?

AA AANo, ma'am.

QA AAAt the time that you were fired, were
you able to do the work that you were doing
there?

AA AANo, ma'am, not til I get some help with
my hands, unless -- and I -- I wanted to go
back to work, but the pain was so severe,
I wasn't able to.”

Following is the claimant’s cross examination testimony regarding

the note from Boston Mountain Rural Health Center:

“QA AAOkay.AADid Boston Mountain tell you to
go back to work when you saw them?

AA AAThey gave me some -- they told me to go
back to work, and gave me a note for some
days off.

QA AAOkay.AAWe've talked about this
note.AALet's look at this.AAI've got the note
here.AAI want to ask you about it.

MR. RYBURN: May I approach, Your Honor?

THE COURT: You may.

BY MR. RYBURN:

QA AAThis is from Boston Mountain.AAThis is
the original note that I got from
Butterball records.AAIt shows they told you
to be off on 11/2 to 11/6.AAIs that right?
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AA AAYes, sir.

QA AAAnd then it says you may return to work
-- and down Ahere where it says 11/17/13,
there is a "1" that's been – tell me, does
that "1" look like it's the same ink and
the same color as the rest of the note?

AA AANo, sir.

QA AAAnd you took that note to Butterball?AAIs
that right?

AA AAYes, sir.

QA AAWho would benefit by that note saying
11/17 instead of 11/7?

AA AAWhat do you mean?

QA AAWhat's the -- you said you got fired
over this.AAIs that right?

AA AAYes, sir.

QA AAAnd that says -- obviously, the "1"
that's inserted in front of the "7" is a
different ink and a different pen.  Is that
right?

AA AAYes, sir.

QA AADid you do that?

AA AANo, sir.

QA AAWho would do that?

AA AAI don't know, because I asked the nurse
-- I asked the nurse about -- and I told
them about that problem, and they told me
that they'd go talk to HR about it.

QA AADid the people at Butterball tell you
that they called Boston Mountain to see
what the true number was supposed to be?

AA AANo, sir.
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QA AAAnd it's supposed to be 11/7, isn't 
it?

AA AAYes, sir.

QA AAThat's when they told you to go back to
work?AASo at some point, at some time -- you
had this note in your custody the whole
time until you gave it to Butterball; is
that right?

AA AAYes, sir.

QA AANobody at your house would have done
that, would they?

AA AANo.AAI only had it for like a few
minutes, because I went from Boston
Mountain straight to work.

QA AAAnd did you think that that would get
you 10 days of disability?

AA AANo, sir.

QA AAOkay.”

On redirect examination, the claimant was again asked by his

attorney about the note from Boston Mountain Rural Health Center as

follows:

“QA AAThomas, on that note that Mr. Ryburn
showed you that Butterball says you
altered, it looks like there's blue ink on
it, making a "1" in front of the "7."AAIs
that correct?

AA AAYes, sir -- I mean, yes, ma'am.

QA AAWhen did you first notice that?

AA AAI noticed that when I was in the car,
taking it to Butterball.

QA AAAnd did you point that out to them?
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AA AAYes, ma'am.

QA AAWho mentioned it first?

AA AAJohn.

QA AAOkay.AASo John first said, "What is
this?"

AA AAYeah.

QA AAOkay, and then what did you say?

AA AAI said, "I don't know."AABecause I showed
him the note.AAHe asked me, and I had no
clue.

QA AAOkay.AABecause the top line of that note
seems to give the days that you are
excused.AAIs that right?

AA AAYes, ma'am.

QA AAAnd that line wasn't altered, was it?

AA AANo, ma'am.

QA AAOkay.AAHow long a drive is it from Boston
Mountain to Butterball?

AA AAIt's only -- it's not even a mile.AAIt's
like two, three minutes from it.”

After having the opportunity to witness the claimant’s live

testimony before this Commission and after reviewing the testimony

as a whole in conjunction with viewing the original off work note

from Boston Mountain Rural Health Center, I do believe the claimant

altered the document.  The claimant intended to extend the amount

of leave that he was given at the health center.  Given the

claimant’s apparent deception to both his employer and this
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Commission, I find that the claimant’s credibility is extremely

lacking.

On April 7, 2014, Dr. James Kelly of the Plastic and

Reconstructive Surgery Hand and Microsurgery Center authored a

letter to the claimant’s attorney.  In that letter, beginning at

Claimant’s Exhibit No. 1, Page 18, Dr. Kelly indicates that he has

had the opportunity to examine the claimant and states as follows:

“He did a very repetitive job of loading birds
on a production line.  He had been employed by
Butterball for about three months at that
point and time.  He had reported to his HR
person that this was going on.  I guess they
have a protocol for what sounds like carpal
tunnel where they treat him with ice, wax and
NSAIDs.  This is done for two weeks.  He kept
stating this was not getting better.  He
requested to be seen by a physician.  They
told him that they have to do this protocol
first.  Finally, he told them that he was
going to go to a physician and they told him
that if he did, likely he would be dismissed
as this was not an approved medical event and
he would be on his own.  He saw Dr. Gray at
Washington Regional towards the end of
October.  He was seen at Mercy Hospital in
Berryville, but he could not remember the
physician’s name.  Both of them felt that he
needed further investigations.  He contacted
Butterball who told him he had to go to see
Boston Mountain physicians in Huntsville for
an evaluation and that if he did not, he will
be terminated.  He went there.  The physician
informed him that he would need some time off.
She wrote on off work note for three days.  He
presented back to work with the note.  They
told him that if he did not work that day, he
would be dismissed.  At that point in time he
I understand contacted legal counsil and he
presents today again with history of numbness
in his hands and pain.”

It appears from Dr. Kelly’s letter that the history provided

to him was done so by the claimant.  The history presented in Dr.
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Kelly’s letter does not reflect the testimony of the claimant at

the hearing.  In the letter, Dr. Kelly states, “He contacted

Butterball who told him he had to go see Boston Mountain’s

physicians in Huntsville for an evaluation and that if he did not,

he will be terminated.”  In testimony, the claimant stated as

follows:

“QA AAOkay.AAAnd so did they tell you where to
go to get that note?

AA AANo.

QA AAWhere did you go?

AA AAI went to Boston Mountain in Huntsville.

QA AAWhy did you choose Boston Mountain?

AA AABecause it was like the closest one, and
it's the cheapest for me to afford.”

It is clear from the claimant’s testimony that it was his

choice to go to Boston Mountain not a demand of his employer as

stated in Dr. Kelly’s letter.  Again, I also believe that the

claimant purposefully altered his off work slip.  Dr. Kelly’s

letter to the claimant’s attorney makes no mention of this

alteration; instead, states that the claimant would be terminated

if he did not return to work that day.  Again, I believe the

claimant is greatly lacking in credibility and has lied to this

Commission, his employer, and to Dr. Kelly.

In that same letter, Dr. Kelly indicates that he has

recommended EMG/NCV studies to determine if the claimant has carpal

and cubital tunnel syndrome.  Dr. Kelly also states in his letter
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“I am sure that the question will come as to whether a gentleman

working a repetitive job for three months could have the symptoms

brought on and have it related to his employment and the answer to

that is yes, I think that is quite possible.  I see this often and

the symptoms can persist even once the patient has been off the job

for quiet some time as they may never get better without surgical

intervention.”  Here, I would note, that the claimant’s own

testimony indicates that he only began to have problems when he

worked in the dead hang department for the respondent and that

those symptoms began two weeks before his termination.  Given that

fact, the claimant would have only worked for a period of two weeks

in the dead hang department doing the repetitive work indicated by

Dr. Kelly prior to the onset of his symptoms.  Here, however, the

claimant’s work was reduced by half as indicated by his own

testimony as follows:

“QA AANow, didn't you have an extra crew in
the last job you had?AAWeren't there four
people doing a two-person job?

AA AAYes, sir.

QA AASo you were only doing half of what
somebody normally would do, because they
had an excess of people; is that right?

AA AAYes, sir.

QA AAAnd that's because they shut down this
smoke and bake place where you used to
work? AAIsn't that right?

AA AAYes, sir.

QA AAOkay.AASo it was in that job that you
started having a problem?
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AA AAYes, sir.”

On April 25, 2014, Dr. Kelly authored a progress note

regarding the claimant.  In that note, Dr. Kelly indicates that the

EMG/NCV studies show that the claimant has cubital tunnel syndrome

on the left and right sides.  Dr. Kelly, in that progress note,

recommended surgical intervention.  The actual studies were not

submitted into evidence only Dr. Kelly’s letter indicating that the

claimant was shown to have cubital tunnel syndrome bilaterally from

those studies.

The claimant has alleged that he suffers from gradual onset

cubital tunnel syndrome bilaterally.  In order to prove his

bilateral cubital tunnel syndrome compensable, the claimant must

prove the existence of objective medical findings of cubital tunnel

syndrome bilaterally and that the work the claimant was performing

for the respondent was both rapid and repetitive.  Dr. Kelly’s

progress note of April 25, 2014, with the statement of “...after

having had EMG/NCV studies.  It shows that he has cubital tunnel

syndrome on the left and the right side” is the only evidence that

the claimant actually has cubital tunnel syndrome.  The claimant

failed to present the actual studies to the Commission; however,

this is enough to establish objective medical findings regarding

the claimant’s bilateral cubital tunnel syndrome.

The claimant must also prove rapid and repetitive motion in

his work activities with the respondent; however, I do not find

that the claimant’s activities were rapid and repetitive.  In fact,

the activities that the claimant complains of causing his cubital
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tunnel syndrome in the dead hang room were cut in half due to the

shut down by the respondents of the smoke and bake department.  It

was the claimant’s own testimony that he only had to perform half

of the duties that a normal employee would have had to perform in

that department.  Given this 50 percent reduction in the claimant’s

work load, I cannot find that his activities were rapid and

repetitive.

The claimant is also greatly burdened by his lack of

credibility given the deception that this administrative law judge

believes the claimant performed in altering an off work note and

the history that the claimant gave to Dr. Kelly which does not

reveal his deception or the true reason for his termination.  The

history also indicates that he was required to go to Boston

Mountain when, in fact, it was the claimant’s choice to go to

Boston Mountain.  It is difficult to determine if, when, or how the

claimant’s symptoms expressed through numbness and tingling in his

hands bilaterally even began as the claimant’s credibility is so

lacking.

From a review of the record as a whole, to include medical

reports, documents, and other matters properly before the

Commission, and having had an opportunity to hear the testimony of

the witnesses and to observe their demeanor, the following findings

of fact and conclusions of law are made in accordance with A.C.A.

§11-9-704:
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FINDINGS OF FACT & CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. The stipulations agreed to by the parties at the pre-

hearing conference conducted on January 16, 2014, and contained in

a pre-hearing order filed January 16, 2014, are hereby accepted as

fact.

2. That the claimant has failed to prove by a preponderance of

the evidence that he suffered a compensable bilateral gradual onset

cubital tunnel syndrome or bilateral hand and arm injuries.

3. That the claimant has failed to prove by a preponderance of

the evidence that he is entitled to medical treatment related to

his alleged bilateral hand and arm injuries.

4.  That the claimant has failed to prove by a preponderance

of the evidence that he is entitled to temporary total disability

benefits.

ORDER

Pursuant to the above findings and conclusions, I have no

alternative but to deny this claim in its entirety.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

_________________________
     ERIC PAUL WELLS
 ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE


